Most calculations on the lifetime of (anti)hypertriton gave a similar lifetime which is close to the lifetime of free Λ decays. However, recent measurements on (anti)hypertriton lifetime demonstrate a much short lifetime. All results for (anti)hypertriton lifetime by two-body decay channel of 3 He + π for Au+Au collision at RHIC, Pb+Pb collision at LHC and Li + C collisions at GSI show a significant short lifetime in comparison with lifetime of free Λ decays. However, theoretical interpretation remains puzzle.
technique viewpoint in heavy-ion collision, a simple identification method of 3 He + π + ), which occurs with a branching ratio of 25% (assuming that this branching fraction is the same as that for 3 Λ H [2] ) [8, 11, 12] . In contrast, reconstruction of 3 Λ H ( 3 Λ H) from three-body decay, i.e. 3 Λ H→ π(π 0 ) + d + p(n), is more complicate, but it deserves to check with two-body decay results, and it is under progress well [13] . Theoretically, most of calculations predicted that the hypertriton lifetime is a littler shorter than the free Λ lifetime since it could exhibit the modification of the Λ wavefunction in the nuclear medium. For an example, the π-mesonic decay of the hypertriton is calculated based on a hypertriton wave function and 3N scattering states, which are solutions of three-body Faddeev equations using realistic NN and hyperon-nucleon interactions [14] . They predicted that the total lifetime of 3 Λ H is 256 ps which is 3% smaller than for the free Λ particle [14] .
In this work, the lifetime measurement data for 3 Λ H ( 3 Λ H) two-body decay from Au + Au collisions at RHIC is reported. The data was collected by the STAR experiment at RHIC, using the cylindrical TPC, which is 4 meters in diameter and 4.2 meters long in the beamline direction [15] . The identification of tracks can be achieved by correlating their ionization energy loss dE/dx in TPC with their magnetic rigidity. For two-body decay channel, topological cuts include the distance between two daughter tracks 3 He ( 3 He) and π − (π + ) (<1cm), distance of closest approach (DCA) between 3 Λ H ( 3 Λ H) and primary vertex (<1cm), decay length of 3 Λ H ( 3 Λ H) (>2.4cm), and the DCA of π track (>0.8cm), are employed to enhance the signal to background ratio [12] . Figure 1 shows the topological decay maps for both 2-body channel. The invariant mass of H . To demonstrate a visual scenario for 3 Λ H decay, a carton picture is depicted to help us understand the possible decay mechanism. Figure 3 shows a possible decay process of two-body decay of 3 Λ H, which can be understood by a capture of decayed proton from Λ by the existed neutron and proton inside 3 Λ H , resulting in a final decayed products 3 He and π . The RHIC beam energy scan program in 2010-2011 allowed STAR to collect data for Au+Au collisions over a broad range of energies. To get an even better statistics, datasets are combined in the lifetime measurement. For two-body decay, the best fitting with χ 2 minimization method gives a value of cτ = 3.69± 0.77 0.65 cm, which corresponds to a lifetime of 123 ± 26 22 (stat) ± 10(sys) ps (Fig. 4) [12] . As a comparison, STAR 2010 3 Λ H lifetime measurement [8] and the STAR 2010+2012 combined results are also provided. The current measurement is consistent with the STAR 2010 measurement within 1.5σ and is statistically improved. In this lifetime measurement, two kinds of sources for systematic study are considered: 1. choice of V0 topol- ogy cuts; 2. choice of bin width and invariant mass range. These effects contribute to the final systematic error. Additional sources of loss, like the interaction between 3 Λ H and material (air+detector) are also considered, which can be neglected due to its less than 1.5% effect [12] . As a further cross-check, Λ is reconstructed via the Λ → p + π − decay channel. To this end, the same method is adopted to obtain the Λ lifetime and the result is 260 ± 1 ps which is consistent with the τ = 263 ± 2 ps compiled by the Particle Data Group [16] . In this way, we confirm that the method to extract 3 Λ H ( 3 Λ H) lifetime is reliable. In summary, with the current highest statistics of (anti-)hypertriton samples, the results of STAR measurement definitely gives a short lifetime from two-body decay channel, 123 
